
Sta s cs in Deforma ons of Large Knots
Prof. Sean Lawton
A knot is an embedded circle in Euclidean 3-space. The
complement of a knot is a geometric object that looks locally
like Euclidean 3-space. A “large” knot is one that allows for an
“essen al” embedded surface in its knot complement. This
project is all about sta s cs of the “wiggle room” that large
knots have. In this con nuing project, we will be gathering data on 
which large hyperbolic knots have small wiggle room. We will also 
3D print knots and their “fundamental domains”.
Requires: Math290.

Instability spreading in spa ally extended systems
Prof. Ma  Holzer
This project will study the spread of instabili es across spa ally 
extended networks modeled by la ces or networks.  Examples 
include the spread of invasive species or epidemics.  The goal is to 
derive general principles to describe the dynamics of these 
spreading processes and obtain predic ons regarding their speed.  
Work will involve a combina on of analysis and numerical 
simula ons. 
Requires:  Differen al equa ons and linear algebra (at the level of 
214/203) and a knowledge of or willingness to learn Matlab.  

Thurston Geometries in Virtual Reality
Prof. Anton Lukyanenko 
In 2D, there are three ways space can curve: it can 
be flat, giving Euclidean geometry; posi vely 
curved, giving the geometry of a sphere; or 
nega vely curved, giving the hyperbolic geometry of 
a saddle shape or le uce leaf.
In 3D, Thurston’s Geometriza on Conjecture 
claimed that there are eight fundamental 
geometries, and Perelman proved this in 2003. 
Following Gromov’s approach of seeing geometry 
from within, we will look for a way to immerse 
ourselves in each of the eight geometries using VR 
equipment, ideally leading to a fun simula on that 
we can post online for others to use.
Requires: Math213.

Join the MEGL community!
The Mason Experimental Geometry Lab, housed at L106 
Exploratory Hall, involves undergraduate students, 
graduate students, and faculty in cu ng-edge 
mathema cs projects; and provides a research entry 
point for future mathema cians. 

The facility provides computa on and visualiza on 
equipment, including high-speed and high-memory 
computers, virtual reality environments, and 3D 
printers.

Each project (designated entry, intermediate, or 
advanced) runs for one semester, with the possibility of 
con nua on.

Undergraduate MEGL members sign up for 3 credits of 
independent study (Math491) and occasionally help run 
MEGL’s community outreach at nearby schools.

Applica ons will be considered on a rolling basis. Apply 
early for best considera on. The list of projects may be 
updated over the break; apply to receive updates.

A computa on of test ideas of big Cohen-
Macaulay modules
Prof. Rebecca R.G.
Test ideals are a useful tool for studying singulari es of 
commuta ve rings and their corresponding geometric objects. This 
project involves compu ng examples of test ideals coming from big 
Cohen-Macaulay modules using the programming language 
Macaulay2. You will learn a lot of commuta ve algebra as well as a 
bit of programming.
Requires: Math290, Linear Algebra, interest in programming. 
Preferred: Abstract Algebra, small amount of programming 
experience. 
Not accep ng new students.

Content formulas in algebras derived 
from Grassmannians.
Prof. Neil Epstein
Classically, the content c(f) of a polynomial f in R[X] 
with coefficients in a commuta ve ring R is the 
ideal in R generated by the coefficients of f.  Gauss’s 
formula c(f) c(g)=c(fg) generally fails (except when 
R resembles a field or the integers), but Dedekind 
and Mertens (1893) showed that there is always a 
number n such that c(f)^n c(g) = c(f)^{n-1} c(fg).  If 
one replaces polynomial extension with 
Grassmannian extension, one can create a similar 
content func on from R[Grass] to ideals of R, and 
one can ask whether a Dedekind-Mertens formula 
exists in this context.  A ‘no’ answer would resolve 
a 40-year old ques on, whereas ‘yes’ would 
increase our understanding of the algebra of 
Grassmannians.
Requires: Math290, abstract algebra.

Internships in mathema cs community 
outreach
Prof. Jack Love
MEGL Outreach is a branch of MEGL devoted to sharing 
excitement for mathema cs in the surrounding community. 
Each semester we visit hundreds of students at local 
schools and community events, engaging them in 
mathema cal ideas through hands-on and interac ve 
ac vi es. Outreach interns work with director Jack Love to 
deliver ac vi es and to design future ac vi es. Qualified 
applicants will have a strong mathema cs background and 
an infec ous enthusiasm for sharing mathema cs with 
broad audiences.
Requires: Math290.


